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Job purpose:

The warehouse and logistics coordinator is responsible for performing a variety of findamenal
and supportive taste within our Newstead brewery and warehouse. You’ll be required to work
autonomously from our warehouse to ensure exceptional organisation and dispatch of online
orders, stock and wholesale orders.

The warehouse and logistics manager reports directly to the general manager. To do well in the
role, they must have a combination of organisational skills, technical knowledge, an eye for
detail and understand warehouse operations.

The brewer responsibilities at Range Brewing will involve:
● Online order processing and packaging.
● Warehouse and logistics operations, including accepting and fulfilling shipments, and

inventory materials
● Picking and packing orders
● Delivering weekly wholesale orders
● Maintaining the use of Standard Operating Procedures to ensure all aspects of the

warehouse operations align with safety and quality protocols while allowing for
process improvement and workflow efficiency

● Booking all outbound shipments via various online portals
● Perform other duties as assigned

This role requires:
● minimum of 1 year experience in a similar role.
● knowledge of ecoomere and inventory platforms
● experience in using warehouse equipment
● current forklift certification
● ability to work independently and autonomously
● the maintenance of high standards
● an inquisitive mind and a preference for prevention rather than cure
● physical capabilities required for the role include but are not limited to the

ability to work in wet and/or humid conditions; extreme heat; ability to frequently
lift and/or move 30kgs ; ability to frequently sit, stand, walk, stoop, kneel,
crouch, crawl and climb

● the flexibility to assist particular teams with high-priority tasks as needed
● fluent written and spoken English; the ability to write articulately and succinctly

The person will be:
● careful and diligent – with a good dose of common sense
● demanding of high standards and at ease with demanding people
● great at tetris and a great driver
● efficient, effective and organised, in both the physical and digital worlds
● modestly confident and also personable, good-humoured and trustworthy
● be able to work Monday - Friday with flexibility needed on start and finish times.
● mindful of the limited resources of our planet
● informal but 100% professional
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Start Date: ASAP
Applications Closing Date: 7 July 2022

We will offer a rewarding workplace to work in, where we are all working towards a common
goal. We aim to build long-term relationships with our customers, suppliers and employees by
treating them respectfully, and by demonstrating that we are committed to them.  You will
have the opportunity to expand your beer knowledge and have access to the benefits of
working in a brewery. If you are interested in applying, please email your resume and cover
letter to info@rangebrewing.com with a short brief of your experience. We are looking for
the right candidate to fit our culture, please let us know why you think you'd fit in and
what attributes you can bring to the team. We need to know that you want to work with us,
not that you just want a job.

We look forward to hearing from you.


